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IBS, which affects almost one in six Americans, is characterized by abdominal pain, bloating,

gas, and diarrhea or constipation. Today more than ever before, physicians are able to

diagnose this complex disorder, understand and explain its origins, and develop a treatment

plan that effectively meets the individual needs of a patient.Drawing on his many years of

experience treating people who have symptoms of IBS, Dr. Brian E. Lacy explains normal

digestion, the causes of IBS, how IBS is diagnosed, and what to expect with treatment. He also

explores special topics such as IBS in children and psychological, hypnotherapeutic, and

psychiatric therapies. Important new information in the second edition includes• The roles of

fiber, gluten, lactose, and fructose in the development and treatment of IBS• The use of

probiotics and antibiotics to treat IBS• Similarities and differences between IBS and

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)• The relationship between small intestine bacterial

overgrowth and IBS• How to make the most of your visits to a gastroenterologist• Lifestyle

modifications that can improve symptoms of IBSMaking Sense of IBS is an essential resource

for anyone who has symptoms or a diagnosis of IBS as well as for health professionals who

treat people with this complex disorder.

From Publishers WeeklyIt is estimated that 80 million Americans endure periodic bouts with

back pain. Sobel and Klein, coauthors of Backache Relief , based this book on results of a

nationwide survey of back-pain sufferers that looked at relative effectiveness of treatments.

Clinical trials have confirmed the usefulness of low-back exercise programs, and among the

500 back sufferers interviewed, it was a therapeutic exercise program that offered the most

help. This volume exposes the secret to remaining pain-free: learning--and sticking to--a well-

designed exercise program. The authors have created a program that is neither too rigorous

nor too difficult, addressing such topics as bed rest, chiropractors and muscle relaxers. They

describe three types of exercises necessary to successfully combat back pain: (aerobic, to

increase stamina and improve cardiovascular fitness); stretching (for limberness and to help

prevent muscle spasms); and strengthening (to firm up muscles needed for good posture). The

authors discuss how to assess exercise readiness and assemble a tailor-made program. Their

guide is informative and well-written. The most effective medicine available to treat a back

problem is exercise, and they present clear guidelines on how to implement therapeutic

exercise to best advantage.Copyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDava Sobel is an award-

winning former science reporter for The New York Times and author of the national bestseller

Longitude. Arthur C. Klein is a survey designer and market research specialist. They are the

best-selling authors of Backache Relief, Arthritis: What Works, and Arthritis: What Exercises

Work. Both live in East Hampton, New York.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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Hemingwayfan, “Very thorough book. Most physicians I've seen don't seem .... Very thorough

book. Most physicians I've seen don't seem to know much about the condition. This book has

been very helpful.”

Gabriel Sanchez, “hooray. This is the best book I have read on IBS so far. I think it is a bit more

scientific than other books, as most of the advice offered comes based on studies that have

been performed. There are also specific chapters for IBS-C and IBS-D with helpful tips on each

type!”

Michael H. L. Hecker, “Making Sense of IBS. This is an excellent book about digestive health

and common disorders of the gastrointestinal tract. It is written by a physician who is an expert

in this field.”

Sam the Shopper, “Four Stars. good”

Bob Brown, “Five Stars. Very informative”



WhoDatMatt, “Certainly the place to start, and perhaps the only IBS resource you will need. An

excellent resource for anyone who suspects he or she may have IBS, or who has begun the

diagnosis and treatment process for an unexplained, prolonged GI disorder. It will help the

reader navigate the medical process, and make educated decisions about test and treatment

options. Dr. Lacy lays out the information in a clear, objective, organized fashion, and in a

manner understandable to a lay person. It also is an excellent resource for family members of

persons suffering with GI issues. Highly recommended.”

Old Loaner, “Four Stars. Excellent information on product”

V. Anne Clark, “Five Stars. Excellent book. Gave me lots of good information and advice.”

Terry Ames, “Four Stars. A very clear description of what IBS is. I found the book very helpful.”

The book by Brian E. Lacy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 47 people have provided feedback.
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